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General Terms 

Methods of assessing student`s knowledge and skills are implemented into practice according to 

 general education requirements and the instruction for the assessment of academic activity of 

students based on a credit modular system. 

Total module grade can be calculated as the sum of grades which a student gets 1) for his 

educational activity during the lessons (in points) 2) during the final module control (assessment) 

of his theoretical knowledge and practical skills according to a given discipline (in points). 

The maximum number of points (credits) - 200, including points for educational activity during 

the lessons - 120 points (60%), and points a student gets during the module final assessment - 80 

(40%). 

Current knowledge assessment is carried out in each practical lesson in the form of testing, by 

assessing a structured written work of a student, by checking his practical skills according to the 

specific objectives of a topic. 

Points can be converted to the traditional 4-grade scale. 

Conversion of the traditional grades to points: 

Traditional "5" corresponds to the maximum number of points a student can get during a 

practical lesson. Grades "4" and "3" correspond to 80% and 60% of the maximum score in points 

respectively. 

The maximum number of points a student can get during a module - 120. It is the result of 

multiplying the points that correspond to "5" by the number of topics plus adding points for 

individual work if it is specified in the curriculum. 

The minimal number of points a student can get during a module can be calculated by 

multiplying the points that correspond to "3" by the number of topics of a given module. 

The curriculum also includes an assessment of individual students' work in supervising patients, 

a written and defended patient history, the minimum grade may also include points for individual 

work. 

Points gained for individual work should be added to the points gained by a student during his 

educational activity at the lessons.  

A written patient history must be defended at the department during time scheduled for an 

individual work. 

The assessment of an individual work of students is carried out during the current topic control at 

the corresponding lesson. 

Individual assingments which are not included in practical lessons must be assessed during the 

final module control. 
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Propedeutics of pediatrics 

Module #1. Topics - 5. 

"5" - 20-25 p. 

"4" - 16-19 p. 

"3" - 12-15 p. 



"2" - 4 p. 

Minimum - 60 points. IWoS - 10 points. 

Module #2.Topics - 11. 

"5" - 9-10 p. 

"4" - 7-8 p. 

"3" - 5-6 p. 

"2" - 2 p. 

Minimum - 55 points. IWoS - 10 points. 

Module #3. Topics - 5. 

"5" - 21-24 p. 

"4" - 17-20 p. 

"3" - 13-16 p. 

"2" - 4 p. 

Minimum - 65 points 

 


